Rieder 360°

The low-rised
noise protection wall

Beton lebt.

A free view of the land and the sights
Rieder 360° is a low-rised noise protection wall developed especially for
sensitive regions such as populated areas and cultural landscapes. The
central advantage over conventional noise protection is the free view all
around the landscape, at towns and their surroundings - for passengers as well as for people nearby. Rieder 360° can be built closer to the
source of the noise than conventional full-height barriers and therefore
muffle the railway traffic noise where most of it originates, namely directly on the rails. Therefore, it provides excellent noise protection in
spite of its low height. For railway lines with several tracks, Rieder‘s program includes middle barriers that can be optimally supplemented with
add-on elements.

Special solution for
sensitive applications
Rieder 360° noise protection walls consist of concrete support flanges
and wood concrete absorbers. The side facing the source of the noise
is made of highly absorbent wood concrete. Thanks to its structured
surface and wavy shape, it provides a particularly high degree of noise
absorption. Rieder‘s noise protection walls are available in various
colours. The intensity of the colour can be adapted to the surroundings.
Integrated emergency exits and the optional design of the reverse side
with its gabions are completing the assortment. Thanks to many potential design variations, Rieder ensures that noise abatement measures
can be environment-friendly with an attractive architecture.

Video for the pilot project of
Rieder 360° along the
Burghausen-Passau line

Rieder 360° is erected close to the rails and is therefore particularly suitable for the upgrading of existing lines with narrow spatial conditions.

Advantages
| Low-level noise protection near the source of noise
| Shutting out the noise in spite of low height
| Free view of the other side of the track and the
landscape for passengers and people nearby
| Integrated emergency exit and descent via ladders
when stopping along the line
| Short installation times and thus minimal
interruption of train traffic
| Lower costs than full-height sound barriers

The high degree of prefabrication makes construction projects more economical, thus ensuring quick progress and the greatest degree of precision.
The short construction period minimizes the interruption of train service.

Rieder Group
Innovative concrete
solutions

Business units
The Rieder Group specialises in manufacturing solution-oriented, environmentally friendly and economical concrete products. The Austrian company has been run as a 100% family-owned business for over 55 years and
is a European leader in the fields of noise protection, traffic safety and
architectural concrete owing to continuous innovation.

A new generation of noise protection
Depending on requirements, Rieder offers different systems for protecting people against noise. The modular system „Railways by Rieder“ offers
suitable solutions for open-land lines, tunnels, bridges, large and small
stations. It was developed with architects and traffic psychologists and
is characterized by an optimal combination of function and design. The
modular components can be combined in many different ways - under
economic conditions, making it easy to precisely plan all the costs.

Noise protection wall, noise protection wall with noise caps, Small arc, Rieder 360° low-rised
noise protection wall, highly absorbent platform edges, middle wall, Rieton track absorber
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Infrastructure
noise protection | retaining and guide walls | precast elements

Architecture
glassfibre reinforced concrete for facades, walls and floor
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